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INTRODUCTION 

Your school is cordially invited to take part in a European-wide campaign on the 
promotion of sustainable travel: ECO-TRIPPER!  

 

This manual is meant for teachers and school leaders and contains 
all the information you need to start your own school travel 
campaign on promoting eco-friendly trips. The main focus will be on 
trips made to and from school. An important goal of the campaign is 
to raise awareness among young people and increase their 
knowledge on and interest in sustainable travelling. One example of 
how this campaign aims to do that, is an European short film 
competition for secondary school students. Debates and a theme 
week are other examples of activities that will be carried out in the 
ECO-TRIPPER campaign.  

 

It’s a three level short movie competition... 

1. School level:   Who makes the best short movie within your school? 
    (school jury) 

2. National level:   Who is the best in your country?    
    (national jury) 
3. European level:   Who produces the best ‘sustainable’  European movie?  

(international jury) 

 

The first ECO-TRIPPER project starts in the fall of 2008 and will last the whole 
academic year. Winners will be selected in spring 2009. The schools themselves can 
decide on the prizes and on the national level prizes will vary as well. The ultimate, 
level 3 winner will gain European acknowledgement and fame. The best short movies 
will be placed in the ‘Hall of Fame’ and will be released on the ECO-TRIPPER DVD. If 
the quality is high enough, which we hope and expect, we will promote the winners on 
international short film festivals.  

ECO-TRIPPER 

I’M AN 
ECO-

TRIPPER 
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This campaign is an important part of the CONNECT project, a 
European project funded by the Energy Agency of Europe. Within the 
project the following nine countries are involved: Austria, Belgium,  

Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Slovenia, the Netherlands and United Kingdom. 
The outcomes of this project will provide important input for further development of a 
cleaner Europe. 

ECO-TRIPPER  

The main goal of the ECO-TRIPPER project is to raise awareness among youngsters 
on eco-friendly or sustainable trips. To directly involve young people in the campaign, 
we ask them to create their own short movie on ecotrips. By doing this, we hope and 
expect to raise enthusiasm amongst them and their peers on this theme and to give 
them tools to form their own opinion on sustainable transport. 

The ECO-TRIPPER campaign consists of 4 steps. The first step will be a debate to 
introduce the campaign to the students. During this debating session the modal split 
will be measured, meaning that everyone has to indicate how they travel to and from 
school every day. The second step is the production of a short movie by the students 
themselves. Step three is the ECO-TRIP week. In this week the whole school will try 
to travel to and from school in an eco-friendly way. During the ECO-TRIP week there 
will be a measurement to see if the eco-friendly trips have increased, compared to the 
situation before the project. Furthermore, in this week a slogan contest will be held, to 
create involvement of students from all classes. Schools are very welcome to organise 
any other theme-related activity in this week. The last step of the campaign is the final 
event. This will be a national and international short movie contest. 
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2.1 ECO-TRIPPER Basic 

 

A. Start: debating session 

The first step is a debating session, designed to draw attention to the ECO-TRIPPER 
project and to raise awareness of the students on environmental issues. The debate 
session is fun and effective. Theses to talk about could be: 

‐ Do you need a bus, metro or car 
for trips between 4 and 10 
kilometres? 

‐ All non-electric scooters and 
mopeds have to be forbidden 
because they are not eco-friendly. 

‐ Is each car less a good initiative to 
reduce CO2 emissions, or is it only 
useful when enough people leave their car at home? 
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‐ Boys drive saver then girls, we all know that…. 

All public transport should be free of charge. 

 

It is also possible to let the students discuss environmental issues. Suggestions for 
topics could be: 

‐ What does sustainable travelling mean to you?  

‐ How much do you know about climate change?  

‐ What are ‘green’ ways of travelling?  

‐ In what ways can you save energy? 

 

It will be good to have discussions for and against these issues and to ask everyone 
their thoughts on these topics. This will give everybody a chance to have their say and 
think about the subject. A good facilitator is essential to guide the discussion and to 
introduce all the topics and their backgrounds. 

Some tips & tricks for a good debate can be found in appendix 1. 

Zero-measurement  

Before starting on the movie and the theme week, the teacher will be questioning all 
students and staff in the school on their current travel behaviour to and from school. 
This so called ‘zero-measurement’ will be carried out in the form of a hands-up survey. 
The minimum requirement for monitoring is one-day, but to get a more reliable 
overview, measuring during all five weekdays is recommend at this stage. At a later 
stage of the project, the results will be used to check if the campaign has been 
effective (see also D. Final event). 

B. Short movie  

The second step of the campaign is for the students to produce a short movie on ‘eco-
friendly trips’ and ‘sustainable travel’. This can include sub-themes like health, climate 
change or road safety, but the main theme has to remain eco-friendly trips and 
sustainable travel. It will be the task of the teacher make sure that the students bear 
this in mind.  
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Before the students start with the short movie, they should ask themselves the 
following questions: 

‐ What do we want to achieve with our video? 

‐ Who is the target audience? 

‐ What main issues or problems do we want to raise? 

‐ How are we going to present these in our film? 

‐ How will we promote these issues and raise awareness in our school? 

‐ What do we find cool to watch ourselves? 

 

The students can work in small groups on the production of this short movie. A group 
of 5 students is optimal, so everyone in the group can have a role. Key roles in the 
project can be: Director, Producer, Script and Storyboard, Researcher, Camera 
(man/woman) and Editor.   

Mood board 

Before starting to shoot the movie, a mood board could be a good thing for the 
students to make. A mood board can be the result of a brainstorm session. More 
information about what a mood board exactly is and how it is made is included in 
appendix 2.  

Storyboard  

To complete a storyboard is a way of checking that all the information you want to put 
across to your target audience is included. It is also useful to make sure that the story 
structure is easy to understand. Does it have a beginning, a middle and an end? If not, 
the story idea should be reconsidered and adjusted where necessary. An idea might 
seem great at first, but might not work on a storyboard, so it is important to review it. 
The storyboard will basically be a summary of the short film and will be used to 
develop it. That is why it is essential that the students spend time on completing this. 
More information about storyboards and how to make them is included in appendix 3. 

Some Rules: 

Movies can not include any music that is protected under copyright. Music composed 
or played by the students is acceptable and recommended.  
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Use of text should be kept to a minimum and should only be in English (the winning 
movies will be shown throughout Europe.) 

The movie should contain a short description of the campaign and of course the main 
message that the students want to communicate. A short introduction of the 
production team is also required.  

The short movie should last between 2,5 and 4 minutes.   

 

All movies will be uploaded onto a central database on YouTube which is specifically 
dedicated to the CONNECT project and the ECO-TRIPPER campaign. This link to 
YouTube can be found on www.schoolway.net. The best movies will be placed in the 
‘Hall of Fame’ and released on the ECO-TRIPPER DVD. The ultimate European 
winner will of course gain international fame and has a chance that his or her film will 
be shown on international short film festivals.   

 

The short movie contest will take place on three levels: 

School level:       a top 5 will be selected for the national contest (school jury)   

National level:     a top 3 will be selected for the international contest (national jury) 

European level:   a top 3 will be selected but there is only one European winner. 
                            (international jury) 

C. ECO TRIP WEEK 

An ECO-TRIPPER is someone who travels to and from school in a sustainable way, 
such as walking, cycling, using public transport and car-sharing. The main aim of the 
ECO-TRIP week is to get as many people as possible to travel to school in a 
sustainable way. The goal for this week is to reach an increase of at least 10% 
compared to the initial zero-measurement. 

During the ECO-TRIP week, measurements will be carried out by the teachers each 
day. By means of a hands-up survey, they will again question all students and staff in 
the school on their travel behaviour to and from school. This way, the number of 
participating ECO TRIPPERS will be recorded and the results can be compared to the 
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so called ‘zero-measurement’ that was carried out earlier. The participants can then 
see if the campaign has been successful so far.  

To involve the whole school in the theme eco-friendly trips and sustainable travel, 
there will be a slogan competition during the ECO-TRIP week. This will be for students 
of all years, so that also the ones who have not been involved in the debating sessions 
and movie-making will hear about the ECO-TRIPPER campaign. The best slogans 
can be printed on posters and hung out throughout the school building. 

Finally, there will be a mini-film festival –for the participating students– where the 
movie makers can show the other students their production. This film festival can also 
be held for the whole school, including teachers and parents, see paragraph 2.2 at 
‘extra activities’. The school can select the best short movies by a jury or by voting of 
the students. 

Of course each school can decide to link the ECO-TRIP week to another campaign 
with similar themes. Schools can also add more activities of their choice to the ECO-
TRIP week (‘deluxe version’). More information on that under paragraph 2.2 

D. Final Event 

The CONNECT consortium will organise a European wide event, which ideally will 
take place at the same time in all nine countries. In this event the European winners 
will be announced. At least two European winners will be selected: one public winner 
and one professional winner. The jury consists of a mobility expert, a communication 
and marketing expert and a movie design expert. More information on this event will 
be provided to the participating schools.  

At this last stage of the project a final measurement of the amount of eco-friendly trips 
to and from school will be organised. Next to this quantitative evaluation, a qualitative 
survey will be carried out as well. Both of these will be used to evaluate the success of 
the campaign. 

2.2 ECO-TRIPPER Deluxe 

The deluxe version of ECO-TRIPPER consists of the basic version plus some extra’s. 
Extra lessons on traffic-related issues and various extra activities for the youngsters 
can make the ECO-TRIPPER campaign even more attractive and effective than the 
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‘basic’ version. Therefore it is highly recommended that schools choose this deluxe 
version. 

Extra lessons 

The debate session, see chapter 2, point A, is a fun and effective part of the basic 
version of ECO-TRIPPER to introduce the themes eco-friendly trips and sustainability 
to the youngsters. In the deluxe version students would get extra lessons about these 
topics, but also on sub themes like health, climate change and road safety. This can 
help the students to increase their knowledge on and raise their interest in the ECO-
TRIPPER campaign and on sustainability issues in general. 

The following themes are examples that can be used in the deluxe version of ECO-
TRIPPER. 

Lesson on sustainable transport and sustainability in general 

Lesson on alcohol and drugs in traffic 

Lesson on road safety 

The lessons above might not be ‘hot topics’ for all youngsters. It is up to each 
participating school to find an attractive way to present those lessons in class. Some 
countries have positive experiences with a comedian, who introduces the dull themes 
in a humoristic way, to involve the youngsters and get them thinking about these 
topics. In other countries police officers are invited to teach the youngsters on road 
safety issues. 

Extra activities  

The following activities are suggestions that can be used in the deluxe version of the 
ECO-TRIP WEEK: 

Instead of the mini-film festival from the ‘basic’ version (see 2.1 point C.), the school 
can choose to organise a large-scale film festival where the best movies will be 
presented to all the students of the school, all teachers and parents. The audience will 
then select the best movie(s) for the national competition. 

A competition between the different modes of transport, where students can challenge 
their Mayor, Alderman or Principal to use their car on a certain route, while students 
take the bike, bus, tram and try to be faster (and cleaner!). 
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A pimp-your-bike-day where students compete for the most original, decorative and 
safe bicycle.  

A skate-board & skeeler day, where there could be different tracks, speed 
competitions or demonstrations 

Schools are invited to be creative and create their own deluxe ECO-TRIP week! 
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GAME PACKAGE 

The game package of ECO-TRIPPER exists of this manual, posters, stickers and the 
website www.schoolway.net. All participating schools will receive the remaining 
material in time before the ECO-TRIP week.  

Poster 

The posters will be large and in colour and are meant to get the students curious and 
involved. The header of the poster is empty so the students can complete the poster 
by making up their own ECO-TRIPPER slogan.  

Stickers 

The stickers are a give-away to get all students involved with the ECO-TRIPPER 
project. They are meant to raise awareness on eco-friendly trips. The stickers can be 
put on all sustainable transport modes like bicycles, skateboards, skeelers or electric 
scooters.  

ECO-TRIPS 
 

   

 

 

www.schoolway.net 

The website www.schoolway.net is meant for both projects of CONNECT: the 
TRAFFIC SNAKE GAME for children in primary schools and ECO-TRIPPER for young 
people of secondary level schools. Both projects have the same goal: more eco-
friendly trips from home to school.  

ECO-TRIPS 

I’M AN 
ECO-

TRIPPER 
 

ECO-TRIPS 
 

IT’S UP 
TO US 

 

ECO-TRIPS 

ONE  
CAR  
LESS 
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The website has different pages for teachers, kids and youth. Everyone can get the 
information they need. For secondary school students (‘youth’) there is an introduction 
about ECO-TRIPPER and some background information on eco-friendly trips and 
sustainability. We invite young people and their teachers to upload pictures of their 
activities and share their experiences with colleagues from other participating 
countries. 

ECO-TRIPS button 

The button called ECO-TRIPS shows the percentage of ECO-TRIPS of each 
participating country. If a country reaches the pre-set target they can ‘visit’ different 
countries and cities online and find some background information on these other 
participants. The top 3 movies of each country can be viewed on the website as well. 
The winners of the ECO-TRIPPER contest will get a special announcement on the 
website.   
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ADVANTAGES AND SUCCESS FACTORS  

ECO-TRIPPER has numerous advantages! 

For the schools it is a fun campaign that will set your school apart from others and that 
will give it a sustainable-friendly image. With the constant attention for sustainability 
from media and politicians and the threats to our environment being a ‘hot topic’, your 
school will be a front-runner when addressing these issues through the ECO-
TRIPPER-project! Furthermore, the various elements of this campaign (such as 
debates, students working together on a movie, a ‘school film festival’) can contribute 
to a good atmosphere at your school and good relations between students and 
teachers. Finally, the numerous other schools (at least 40!) from eight other European 
countries can enlarge your school’s network in Europe and facilitate possible 
exchanges. 

The students will benefit from this project as they get a chance to show their creativity 
to the fullest. Making a movie is an original challenge that they will appreciate as 
‘something different from the daily class routine’. Homework becomes fun! The 
competitive element to it – making the best movie of your school and then of Europe 
as well! – brings out the best in many youngsters. Furthermore, the ECO-TRIPPER 
campaign will extend their knowledge on issues that are on the news regularly and 
that they will come across within their further education and daily lives as well. Also, 
they learn how to work in small groups, they will get to know their classmates even 
better and in the mean time do something good for the environment as well. 

 

Last but not least, it is the environment that will benefit from this European project. The 
awareness that ECO-TRIPPER aims to raise will not only have an immediate impact 
on the travel behaviour of hundreds of students, but it’s effects will hopefully also last 
for a much longer period. Each student that decides to not buy a car but a buss card 
or mountainbike when he or she turns 18 is worth the effort. Increasing their 
knowledge on sustainable trips will encourage them to more carefully consider their 
decisions each time they get into a car or a plane. 
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ECO-TRIPPER has various factors that will contribute to its success. First of all, the 
school campaigns are all tailor-made which will maximise their effectiveness and their 
compatibility with the specific situation of the participating school. Furthermore, this 
ECO-TRIPPER project will work as a stepping stone for continuous work on the 
subject of sustainable transport and eco-friendliness. Finally, the campaign 
establishes a clear connection between people’s own behaviour and the effect that 
has on the state of the environment. This considers not only the students themselves, 
but also their teachers, family members and friends. 
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ACTION PLAN ECO-TRIPPER 

This chapter contains the action plan of the ECO-TRIPPER campaign. The time 
schedule is a guideline: the school is free to make their own timetable for the different 
activities. 

 

 Action Time 

1 Inform teachers  
 – more information will be added here 

October 

2 Log in www.schoolway.net  
– more information will be added here  

October 

3 Debating session + ‘zero-measurement’ October / November 

4 Short movie competition November until February 

5 ECO-TRIP week + second measurement  March 

6 Final event + final measurement  April / May 

1. Inform teachers 

For the ECO-TRIPPER project to be a success, participation is essential. Teachers 
and other stakeholders should be informed thoroughly about the objective, duration 
and activities of this project. 

2. Log in on www.schoolway.net 

Every school will have to register itself on www.schoolway.net before the start of the 
project. Each school gets a password and will be able to use the internal area of the 
school by using that. The internal area consists of all the information that the teachers 
need to take part in the ECO-TRIPPER project. For example this manual, the 
measurement forms and the digital version of the posters and stickers can be found 
there.  

For more information on numbers 3, 4, 5 and 6, see previous chapters of this manual. 
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INFORMATION FOR THE STUDENTS 

Do you care about global warming? Ever been in public transport? Do you have shoes 
or can you ride a bike? Maybe you skate? You have wings? Do you know how to film 
with your mobile phone or do you or your school have a video camera? 
Perhaps you’re the one we’re looking for!  

Are you an ECO-TRIPPER? 
We know students love competitions, which is why we thought it  
would be fun to hold an European wide competition to design a  
campaign which best promotes sustainable travel. This is your chance  
to show Europe how creative you are! 

Your mission 

Design a short movie that promotes eco-tripping! Themes for the movies are eco-
friendly trips and sustainability (home-school trips, but also leisure trips). We invite you 
to be creative and innovative! Sub-themes like health or traffic safety can be included 
as well. Next to this film, your mission is to consider the environment and protect the 
climate by not making use of a car or scooter to go to school during this campaign. 
Can you handle this challenge?! 

The competition 

By creating your own movie you will be taking part in a European wide competition to 
make the most attractive, interesting, fun short film. The movie competition is divided 
into three different levels: 

School level:  Who makes the best movie within your school!   

National level:  Who is the best in your country!   

European level:  Who produces the best ‘sustainable’ European movie!   

This year’s campaign will start in the fall of 2008 and in the fall of 2009 a second 
campaign will continue. The campaigns last around one school year. Winners will be 
selected in spring 2009 and 2010. Prices vary within the different countries and levels, 
but winners gain at least European wide acknowledgement and fame! The best 

ECO-TRIPS 

I’M AN ECO-
TRIPPER 
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movie’s will be placed in the ‘Hall of Fame’ and will be released on the ECO-TRIPPER 
DVD. If the quality is high enough, we will even promote the winners to international 
film festivals. Do you have own a black tie or evening dress?  

Why? 

The short movies are an important part of the CONNECT project, a demonstration 
project of the Intelligent Energy Agency of Europe. The following nine countries are 
involved in the project: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Slovenia, 
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The outcome of this demonstration project 
and of your campaign will be an important input for further development of a cleaner 
Europe.  

Who can participate? 

All secondary school students of participating schools from the above mentioned 
countries are invited to produce their own movie.  

How to work? 

We’ve noticed that groups of 4-5 people come up with great stuff, but if you decide to 
work on your own or as a class, that is okay too. We suggest that a summary of the 
short movie is worked out as storyboard. Your teacher can explain you more about 
this. This storyboard should be used to further develop your short movie (which should 
last 2,5 to 4 minutes). It’s unlikely you will win by filming a student on a bike and that’s 
it. “Short movie”, you know: you have a story to tell, so some editing is probably 
needed. But if you can do magic with your cell phone camera… we’re all into magic! 
Amaze your peers, amaze the jury.  

 

 
ECO-TRIPS 

I’M AN ECO-
TRIPPER 

 

 
ECO-TRIPS 

 
IT’S UP TO US 

 

ECO-TRIPS 

One 
car 
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Constraints 

Deadline for the movie is March 2009! So you have roughly a few months to come up 
with an idea and get your movie on track. From that moment on participating schools 
will be able to start their ECO-TRIP week in spring. This is a week that aims at really 
shifting to more sustainable transport modes. 

Every school can submit maximum five movies for the national contest. If you have 
more than five, the school (and this includes the students!) decides which ones to 
send in. The national and international movie jury will assemble in April 2009. Winners 
will be made public in May-June 2009. 

For the second campaign year, all dates will be one year later. 

Rules 

The length of the movie should be between 2.5 minutes (minimum) and 4 minutes 
(maximum). Movies can not include any images or music that is protected under 
copyright. Music composed or played by the students is acceptable, and even 
welcomed. Sound can add great atmosphere. No talking! And text should be kept to a 
minimum and only in English. The winning movies will be shown throughout Europe, if 
the message needs to be spoken out loud, your neighbouring countries might not get 
it. A starting frame showing “ECO-TRIP 2008-2009” and your school and country are 
advisable. Your team member names as end credits are welcomed. Don’t make this 
longer than your movie. Just a few seconds will do.   

When you’re finished: upload your movie 

When you have finished your short movie, upload it on YouTube (see 
www.schoolway.net). Your school needs to add a short description of the movie and 
the message contained within the movie. A short introduction of the production team is 
also needed. Keep a copy of your work! Especially if you needed to compress your 
movie for YouTube, your national ECO-TRIPPER contact person will need the original 
for the DVD. You must allow the CONNECT-team to use your movie for the national 
and international competition, the ECO-TRIP campaign promotion and the DVD (which 
will be non-commercial), wavering all author rights. You, as author, will always be 
credited for the work you have done. 

Good luck to all, and keep on tripping! All updates and further info: 
www.schoolway.net.  
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APPENDIX 1: HOW TO DEBATE? 

Why is knowing how to debate a useful skill? 
Because it is not nice to be at a loss for words when getting into a discussion. Or 
because you want to voice your opinions when you wholeheartedly disagree with 
someone. In short, there are many situations where it is important to stick up for 
yourself verbally and ‘win’ a conversation: at school or the university, at home or at 
work. 
 
Debaters have a discussion with each other based on a certain statement. This 
statement is an opinion that is introduced as ‘the truth’ or ‘a fact’.  
 
Reasoning or arguing?  
When you get into a debate with someone, your purpose is to convince that person of 
your opinion. You do that by giving good arguments that support your opinion, while in 
the mean time giving counter-arguments against your opponents ideas. So you need 
to know what you are talking about! Facts and figures are important aides, but make 
sure you do not flood your opponent with numbers, percentages and details. That will 
only undermine your own argumentation. 
 
Body language 
Good arguments are only one factor that can strengthen your statement. Body 
language is an other one. Wide arm gestures, raising your finger and looking grim can 
impress your opponent. Variations in the tone of your voice are important too, in this 
respect. After all, sometimes you need to raise your voice, especially when your 
opponent wants to interrupt you before you have finished talking. The right intonation 
can indicate which things you want to emphasise and which not.  
 
Examples 
You can illustrate your arguments by giving examples. Personal experiences are 
especially suitable, because you can make things difficult for your adversary. He or 
she has to demonstrate that what you say is not correct, and that is often not easy.  
 
Humour 
A certain amount of humour in a debate is important. If the audience appreciates your 
humour and is on your side, that is to the disadvantage of your opponent. But keep in 
mind that humour needs to have a purpose, otherwise it might seem that you do not 
take the subject or statement seriously. Nevertheless: it’s fun trying to get the 
audience its support: it can make your adversary quite nervous! 
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The ten commandments for debaters 

1. Being right does not necessarily mean being judged right 
2. Every opinion can be challenged 
3. Do not believe your opponent to be better than you 
4. Never take back your own words. Never. Don’t even think about it 
5. The best order is: listen, think, and then speak 
6. Even the most serious topic lends itself to humour 
7. To convince is to exaggerate 
8. The chairman’s opinions are indisputable 
9. The jury is always right 
10.  Let the rivalry never continue after the competition or the debate 
Last but not least:: enjoy each debate! 

Tips & tricks 
Debating is a matter of just doing it often an much depends on the situation and the 
tone in which things are said and statements are made. Hence some more tips. 
 
Questions 
 ‘One fool can ask more questions than seven wise men can answer’. In a debate a 

good question can sometimes be more effective than ten arguments. 
 Not only do you seldom get the space or time to give many arguments,  but a 

sharp question can also leave your opponent baffled: ’can you give three examples 
that prove that what you say is true?’ 

 Don’t forget to ask questions where your opponent has to make a choice, for 
example when the other person uses unclear arguments: ‘do you agree or 
disagree with the statement?’ 

 Watch out for trick questions: ‘why do you always use such strange arguments?’ 
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Introducing your arguments 
A good debater makes sure he or she has a good opening or introduction for his or her 
arguments. By leaving out ‘I think’, a debater can gain authority.  
Examples of strong ways to introduce your own arguments:  
 
 ‘Your arguments multiply like rabbits: it’s just more of the same. The real point in 

this debate is that….’ 
 ‘I will explain to you what this is about’ 
 ‘You stand there looking very self-confident, but I am curious to hear your reaction 

on...’ 
 ‘That is a clever remark, but what about…’ 
 ‘What you put forward now is the same as declaring with conviction that the earth 

revolves around the sun’ 
 By reacting to the last words of the other person, you can quickly take over the 

initiative. For example:  
Opponent:’… and that is strange!’. You: ‘Do you know what is strange?! …’ 

 

Closing your arguments 
Arguments gain force when you bring them to a proper close. Some examples: 
 ‘…try to show evidence of the contrary.’ 
 ‘…and that cancels your argument.’ 
 ‘…and that is why next time you should give better arguments.’ 

 
The above tips & trics are from Peter van der Geer, trainer/coach in debating skills and 
president of the Foundation Holland Debate.   
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APPENDIX 2: MOOD BOARD 

What is a mood board? 

A mood board is a collage of materials of a concept that is in someone’s mind. To 
visualise this concept you can use images, text, colours, textures, website screen 
shots et cetera and put it on a big card board. A mood board can express the concept 
without any words. Please find a few examples below. 
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Why do you have to make a mood board? 

A mood board is an instrument to get inspired and not to get focussed. It is a way of 
brainstorming / mind mapping and to generate ideas. It is also very useful to develop a 
team vision.  

Action plan to create your own mood board 

To create a mood board you need to collect a range of materials which will inspire the 
design of the finished piece of work. The next step is to arrange the materials on a 
large card board using removable sticky tape, so it is easy to change the mood board. 
During the process you can add elements and remove elements to create the final 
mood board. Of course it also possible to create a digital mood board, but is intangible 
for some people. 
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APPENDIX 3: STORYBOARD 

What is a Storyboard? 

 A storyboard is a graphic organizer, such as a series of illustrations or images 
displayed in sequence for the purpose of pre-visualizing a short movie.  

The students have to try to visualise their film idea or concept into a well defined 
storyboard with a beginning, middle and end. Please find an example of a storyboard 
below. 

 

Why do you need a storyboard? 

A storyboard is a guide for the production of a short movie. Without a well defined 
storyboard it is almost impossible to complete a good short movie. With the production 
of a short movie the director, producer, script and storyboard, researcher, camera 
man/women and editor have to work together. To be sure all people have the same 
understanding about the short movie a storyboard is essential. While designing the 
storyboard adjustments can be made by the director, producer or any other person of 
the group, this will save time during the production of the short movie, because the 
discussions already took place during the development of the storyboard. 
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Action plan to create your own storyboard 

1. Sketch / 
drawings 

The sketch is very important because it shows an example of the shot 
composition that is desired. The shot selection might call for a "medium" 
shot, but since people have different standards for shot compositions, the 
sketch is the only way to see what type of shot is expected. The sketches 
of the storyboard do not need to be detailed or very good, but should be 
accurate enough so that there are no mistakes of capturing "long shots" 
when "close-ups" were called for. 

2. Short movie 
information 

Shot Description1 (different shots are visualised on the next page) 

This will contain a description of what the director will be instructing the 
camera operator to capture on tape. This will help to explain details that 
cannot be shown by a single sketch. You might decide to use some of the 
terms used to identify the basic camera shots, such as, extreme close up, 
medium shot, or long shot in conjunction with your descriptions.  

Transition In/ Transition Out 

A transition is the process of changing from one shot to the next. 
Identifying your transitions in your storyboard will make editing much 
easier. By looking at these lines, the production team can tell if they have 
variation between shots. Comparing the transition "out" of one shot with 
the following transition "in" of a different shot helps to ensure a sequence 
of shots that will not confuse the audience.  

3. Audio 
information 

Movies can not include any music that is protected under copyright. Music 
composed or played by the students is acceptable, and even welcomed. 
Sound can add great atmosphere. Speaking is not allowed and text 
should be kept to a minimum and only in English. 
Audio Recorded 

As the video image is recorded, sounds can be recorded simultaneously. 
Notes can be made that the built-in microphone, or the external 
microphone will be used. Sometimes, you may want no sound, other 
times you may want just background sounds. For example, if your visual 
will show children playing, you may want to include the sounds that you 
typically hear at a playground. 

Added Audio 

If you plan to add secondary audio during editing, you should make note 
of what kind of audio you will need. As an example, if you were showing 
shots of the process of donating blood at the Blood Bank, you might add 
a voiceover that explains the process that matches the visual that the 
viewer sees. 

4. Time of the 
segment 

How many seconds do you anticipate this segment to be? This will help 
guide you during taping to make sure that you have segments long 
enough, or it can help the editing team make decisions to shorten 
recorded segments that might appear too long in the master tape. 

5. Segment number Fill this in last after you have determined the order of the shots. If you 
later decide to change the order, just cross out the old number and record 
a new number. The order will be important for the editing team so that 
they know exactly which shots follow each other. With the sequence 
number identified, you can rearrange the order of each storyboard card to 
allow you to plan how to efficiently capture your footage during the 
production stage. 
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1 Shots description 

    

Extreme close-up 
(ECU) 

Close up  
(CU) 

Medium shot 
(MS) 

Long shot  
(LS) 

Extreme long shot 
(ELS) 

Please keep an eye on common errors 

1. Lack of 
transitions 

When you are explaining different concepts, you don't want to abruptly 
jump from one idea to the next. Just as you do with writing, you try to 
provide your audience with some transitions to help move them along.  

2. Lack of varying 
shots 

Your typical television program changes shots about every 5 seconds. 
You could be looking at the same scene, but shown different parts and 
details of it as the shots change throughout the sequence. If you don't 
provide a mixture of shot selection, such as medium shots, close-ups, 
and long shots, your audience might get bored with seeing the same 
image, regardless of how different it is in what they hear. 

3. Improper pacing 

 

What you may also notice is that you can get annoyed when shots 
change too slowly or too quickly. The pace of your sequence is important. 
It complements your message by making your audience excited or 
relaxed. 
Sometimes during editing, you may find that your estimated time for each 
take was inconsistent. That's okay, only after you have made editing 
decisions can you actually feel the pace. Use your best judgement. 

4. Poor plan/ 
inadequate 
storyboard 

You might have many tapes of raw footage from which to select, but if 
most of the shots can't be edited together, you will end up with a poor 
quality video. 

By taking the time to produce a storyboard, you will be sure to save time 
during shooting and editing.  

5. Poor use of 
editing time 

Having a storyboard will make editing much easier, but you can become 
even more efficient if the production team took their time to properly label 
and log the segments recorded on each tape. The log does not have to 
be detailed, but it will help the editing team if they at least knew how 
many different takes they could skip over to get to the segment that they 
are locating. During editing, you should not be spending a lot of time 
reviewing footage that you know can't be used. 

6. Editing 
headaches 

As a general rule, during taping you should always record a few extra 
seconds before and after each take. To make things even easier for your 
editing team, you might want to also put about 5 seconds of black 
between each shot that you record. 

7. Image shaking Home videos are famous for this, since most people insist on holding the 
video camera by hand. Don't let this become a habit when you produce 
your short movie. Learn to use a tripod and you will notice a difference. 
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8. Overproduction Don't get carried away with the production aspects. Stay focused on the 
objective of your video. Examine your plans and storyboard to see which 
items might require a lot of effort, yet don't really add to the message you 
are conveying. Do you really need to build such an elaborate set? Do you 
really need to have every graphic generated and recorded from the 
computer? How can you minimize the number of shots, and still present 
an interesting and informative instructional video? 

More information about storyboards 

The information of this chapter is a summary of the following website 

http://www2.hawaii.edu/~ricky/etec/whatis.html 

 

The following links could be helpful as well  

http://www.thestoryboardartist.com/Site/Bikes.html  

http://multimedia.journalism.berkeley.edu/tutorials/reporting/starttofinish/storyboarding/  

http://www.bafta.org/learning/storyboarding-for-beginners-with-temple-clark,446,BA.html  

http://www.ronald-kaiser.com/film/Storyboardmaster.rtf  

http://www.exposure.co.uk/eejit/storybd/  
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APPENDIX 4: SHORT MOVIE 

What do you need to make a short movie? 

- Video Camera / phone / digital camera 

The quality of the movie is not the most important, but the idea behind the 
movie is.  But try to use the best equipment that is available, if that is a mobile 
phone, it is fine. 

If the students have no access to equipment to make a short movie, they can 
make digital photo’s and make a movie with these pictures. More information 
how to manage this, is presented on the You Tube help center. The link is 
added on the next page.  

- Software to edit the movie; 

It is important to edit the movie. It doesn’t 
matter which program the students use. They 
can use the software that belongs to the 
camera or search online for ‘free video 
editing software’’. 

You tube 

You Tube is a video sharing website where users can upload, view and share video 
clips. Everyone can watch videos on the website, and registered users are permitted 
to upload an unlimited number of videos. 

Some figures 

- You Tube was created in february 2005; 

- July 2006: more then 100 million videos were being watched every day: 

- July 2006: 65.000 videos were being add every day; 

- January 2008: this month nearly 79 million users had made over 3 billion video 
views. 

- 2008: around 13 hours of video are uploaded every minute; 
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You Tube: Help Center 

The students can use the You Tube Help Center to compilate their own short movie. 
http://help.youtube.com/support/youtube/bin/topic.py?topic=10521  

 

 

 


